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Geiger One is a new concept in casegoods design. We envision it as a blank slate for 
designers to use with their clients to create their own solutions for a variety of spaces—
private offices, open plan, even collaborative areas. The starting point wasn’t a particular 
aesthetic or application, but a versatile infrastructure that can be built upon using a 
standard kit of parts to create spaces that feel custom.

Custom f it, f inish, and functionality  
made standard

Geiger One Casegoods
 



Standardized Kit of Parts, Customized Feel 
Perhaps more than any other category of office furniture, casegoods are less about products 
and more about solutions. Often, these solutions are specially crafted for clients. At Geiger, 
this has typically meant working directly with interior designers to pull together parts 
and pieces from various product lines to create something unique that meets their 
clients’ specific needs in terms of fit, finish, and functionality. With Geiger One, we’ve 
taken what we’ve learned and used it to inform a new approach to casegoods design. 







Applications Accepted
The extent of the Geiger One offer was driven by the functional needs of organizations 
today, and its kit of parts was built around meeting those needs. The backbone of the 
system is its wall frame with easy fascia connections. In open plan applications, this 
frame provides structure, allowing Geiger One to create freestanding reception/admin 
stations, benching applications, or collaborative spaces such as coffee bars. In private 
offices, the same frame can be affixed easily to architectural walls. Not only does this 
approach allow the Geiger One kit of parts to cover the entire office floorplate, it also 
reduces install time. 
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For more information, please visit  
geigerfurniture.com/geiger-one  
or call 800.456.6452.

All drawers feature soft-closure with 
under-mount slides

Sit-to-stand work surfaces are part of the 
standard kit of parts

Floating metal shelves are fully  
repositionable

Freestanding Parsons table gives the  
illusion of a floating top

Power access options include in-surface 
(shown), clamp-on, or inside the top drawer

Optional solid wood work surface  
celebrates the natural beauty of wood

New material options add warmth and 
personality to workspaces

All cables are shrouded to eliminate  
visual noise beneath the work surface

Walnut wood organization trays add  
beauty and a sense of order


